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## HISTORY

**IN THE MAKING**

Armen Garo Gunjian’s American Dream started its journey at a hardware store with his first job in sales. Always the student and eager to learn everything about everything, he made it his priority to study the products he was selling in order to place the right ones into the hands of the right customers.

In time, with the tools of knowledge and salesmanship he had much gathered, he set out on his own, selling them door-to-door. And as those doors opened, Armen listened to his customers and always strived to fully satisfying their specific needs.

After many years of experience in this school of hard knocks, one particular item in his arsenal, was just not quite right to his standards and Armen got the idea to revolutionize it, setting forth making it himself.

In 1976, Brushtech Inc. was founded. Launching a new design twist on the much sought after Battery Brush. Next came a BBQ brush patent, followed by 400+ additionally “Unique and Unusual Hard-to-Find Specialty Brushtech Brushes.” All made to this day with pride and excellence in the United States of America.

Our humble forty plus year manufacturing company serves the world over and beyond… with its innovative designed brushes. One of our latest, even up in the International Space Station. We’re just saying…
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Appliance and Household Cleaning Brushes

**B47C**
Retail: $7.99  
UPC# 079115-000472  
**REFRIGERATOR COIL CLEANING BRUSH**  
- Tapered brush removes dirt and dust lodged in coils.  
- Clean coils, save electricity, prevent breakdowns and reduce fire hazard.

**B67C-A**
Retail: $21.99  
UPC# 079115-000670  
**PELLET STOVE CLEANING BRUSH for 3” VENT PIPES**  
Kit consists of:  
- Flexible Brush to clean vent pipes (3 inch diameter, 10 feet long).  
- Steel Brush to clean ash buildup in burn pot.

**B67C-B**
Retail: $21.99  
UPC# 079115-000670  
**PELLET STOVE CLEANING BRUSH for 4” VENT PIPES**  
Kit consists of:  
- Flexible Brush to clean vent pipes (4 inch diameter, 10 feet long).  
- Steel Brush to clean ash buildup in burn pot.

**B68C**
Retail: $17.49  
UPC# 079115-000687  
**DRYER VENT DUCT CLEANING BRUSH (10 FT. LONG)**  
Removes lint easily to:  
- Reduce fire hazards.  
- Reduce consumption of electric power.  
- Brings about smoother, cooler operation with fewer breakdowns.

**B74C**
Retail: $7.49  
UPC# 079115-000748  
**MICROWAVE CLEANING BRUSH**  
- Reinforced foam bristles do not absorb water and bristles will not become soggy.

**B81C**
Retail: $7.99  
UPC# 079115-000816  
**MINI SNAKE BRUSH FOR DUCTS, 32” LONG**  
Removes lint and dirt easily to:  
- Reduce fire hazards.  
- Reduce consumption of electric power.  
- Brings about smoother, cooler operation with fewer breakdowns.
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Appliance and Household Cleaning Brushes

B112C  
Retail: $8.49  
UPC# 079115-001127  
**VASE BRUSH**  
- Reinforced foam bristles will not scratch your most delicate vases.  
- Can be bent to clean all vase shapes.  
- Foam bristles will not absorb any water.

B241C  
Retail: $8.99  
UPC# 079115-002414  
**LINT CATCHING BRUSH FOR UPPER LEVEL DRYER TRAPS**  
- 30” long brush goes into dryer trap to bring out lint.  
- End of brush protected by red vinyl tip.  
- Lint buildup can be a fire hazard and can contribute to other breakdowns.

B257C  
Retail: $7.49  
UPC# 079115-002575  
**REVOLVING WIDE FACED SCREEN BRUSH**  
- Seven inches wide, it rolls on window or door screen meshes to clean in less than one minute.

B268C  
Retail: $7.99  
UPC# 079115-002681  
**RADIATOR & BASEBOARD HEATER CLEANING BRUSH**  
- This long reach brush will slim down to 1/2” to clean those hard to reach, tight spots.

B292C  
Retail: $9.99  
UPC# 079115-002926  
**SPIRAL LINT CATCHING BRUSH FOR UPPER LEVEL DRYER TRAPS**  
- Patent pending # (554,375) 30” long spiral brush pulls out twice as much lint per stroke from dryer traps.  
- End of brush protected by red vinyl tip.  
- Lint buildup can be a fire hazard and can contribute to other breakdowns.  
- For top loaded dryers.

B295C  
Retail: $9.99  
UPC# 079115-002957  
**LINT CATCHING BRUSH FOR LOWER LEVEL DRYER TRAPS OF CLOTHES DRYERS**  
- Removes lint from lower dryer traps 20” bendable brush will bend to the contour of your dryer trap.  
- Lint buildup can be a fire hazard and it can contribute to other breakdowns.  
- For front loaded dryers.
Appliance and Household Cleaning Brushes

B299C
Retail: $8.99
UPC# 079115-002995
END BRUSH FOR WASHING SMALL VASES
• Dense tufts clean the bottoms and walls of vases without scratching or chipping the delicate and vulnerable lips of vases. Brush can be used on openings as small as 1 1/2”

B300C
Retail: $14.99
UPC# 079115-003008
END BRUSH FOR TALL & NARROW VASES
• Dense tufts clean the bottoms and walls of vases without scratching or chipping the delicate and vulnerable lips of vases.
• Brush can be used on openings as small as 1 1/2”

B304C
Retail: $7.99
UPC# 079115-003046
CLOTHES DRYER LINT SCREEN BRUSH
• Our ergonomically designed soft polypropylene bristled screen brush will remove lint from the most delicate of screens without damage.
• Works on all models of clothes dryers.

B305C
Retail: $11.99
UPC# 079115-003053
END BRUSH FOR WASHING MID SIZE VASES
• Dense tufts clean the bottoms and walls of vases without scratching or chipping the delicate and vulnerable lips of vases.
• Brush can be used on openings as small as 1 1/2”

B309C
Retail: $14.99
UPC# 079115-003091
BRUSH QUARTET FOR HUNDREDS OF CLEANING SCENARIOS
• Few words are needed to explain the need of these brushes in every home.
• They can be used on hundreds of items too numerous to mention.

B324C
Retail: $8.99
UPC# 079115-003244
FOAM MULTI-PURPOSE AIRPOT, VACUUM BOTTLE, CARAFE & VASE CLEANING BRUSH - 16.5” LONG
• Foam bristles maintain shape after prolonged use.
• Tough cleaning with a delicate touch.
• Great for beakers, fleakers, flasks, graduated cylinders, bottles, carafes and more!
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Automotive Brushes

B5C
Retail: $4.99
UPC# 79115-000052
BATTERY CABLE TERMINAL BRUSH WITH T-HANDLE
• Cleans battery cable terminals quickly with its ergonomically designed T-handle.
• Made with high tensile strength, rustproof brass bristles.

B6C
Retail: $3.99
UPC# 079115-000069
HEAVY-DUTY SIDE TERMINAL BATTERY BRUSH
• Cleans side battery cable terminals.
• Made with high tensile strength, rustproof bristles.

B7C
Retail: $5.49
UPC# 079115-000076
TWO-IN-ONE BATTERY BRUSH
• Cleans battery posts and cable terminals.
• Made with rustproof high tensile brass bristles.

B22C
Retail: $4.99
UPC# 079115-000229
HEAVY DUTY PARTS CLEANING BRUSH
• Galvanized steel bristles are solvent friendly and rustproof.
• Not recommended for use on painted surfaces.
BBQ and Outdoor Brushes

B10C
Retail: $6.49
UPC# 079115-000106
TWO PRONGED V-SHAPED BBQ GRILL BRUSH
• Rustproof high tensile strength brass bristles are bent to an obtuse angle to save knuckles.
• Cleans grills even when cold.

B14C
Retail: $7.99
UPC# 079115-140000
DELUXE V-SHAPED TWO PRONGED BBQ GRILL BRUSH
• Rustproof high tensile strength brass bristles do not damage porcelain grills.
• Long handle brush has an obtuse angle to prevent knuckles from hitting grill.

B18C
Retail: $6.49
UPC# 079115-000182
NON-ABRASIVE PORCELAIN BBQ RACK CLEANER
• Coil bristles at an obtuse angle save knuckles from hitting the grill.
• Cleans grills even when cold.

B19C
Retail: $7.99
UPC# 079115-000199
DELUXE NON-ABRASIVE PORCELAIN BBQ RACK CLEANER
• Long handle brush has coiled bristles at an obtuse angle to prevent knuckles from hitting the grill while cleaning.
• Cleans grills even when cold.

B30C
Retail: $5.99
UPC# 079115-000304
BBQ BASTING BRUSH
• White tampico bristles spread sauce evenly on food.
• Long handle keeps hands far from hot grill while basting.

B32C
Retail: $4.99
UPC# 079115-000328
BENDABLE BASTING BRUSH
• Bends to any angle and stays bent until you change it to a new position.
• White tampico bristles spread sauce evenly on food and long handle keeps hands far from hot grill while basting.
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BBQ and Outdoor Brushes

B40C
Retail: $5.49
UPC# 079115-000403
BBQ BASTING MOP
- 100% natural cotton yarn marinates and spreads sauces evenly.
- Long handle keeps hands far from hot grill while basting.

B76C
Retail: $4.49
UPC# 079115-000762
TWISTED WIRE STEM GAS GRILL VENTURI BRUSH
- Removes spider webs and other dirt from gas grill venturi tubes.

B80C
Retail: $6.49
UPC# 079115-000809
SPRING STEM GAS GRILL VENTURI BRUSH
- Removes spider webs and other dirt from gas grill venturi tubes.
- Bends to contour the shape of the venturi tube.

B90C
Retail: $6.49
UPC# 079115-000908
PROPANE HOSE SAFETY GUARD
- Protects hose from punctures, kinking and burning as well as squirrel attacks.

B106C
Retail: $11.49
UPC# 079115-001066
12" LONG, HEAVY DUTY WIDE FACED BBQ GRILL BRUSH
- Cleans the biggest of grills in less than one minute.
- The high tensile strength brass bristles are long lasting and will not scratch porcelain grills.

B107C
Retail: $12.49
UPC# 079115-001073
16" LONG, HEAVY DUTY WIDE FACED BBQ GRILL BRUSH
- Cleans the biggest of grills in less than one minute.
- The high tensile strength brass bristles are long lasting and will not scratch porcelain grills.
BBQ and Outdoor Brushes

**B108C**
Retail: $13.49  
UPC# 079115-001080

**21” LONG, HEAVY DUTY WIDE FACED BBQ GRILL BRUSH**
- Cleans the biggest of grills in less than one minute.
- The high tensile strength brass bristles are long lasting and will not scratch porcelain grills.

**B187C**
Retail: $6.99  
UPC# 079115-001875

**LONG V-SHAPED BBQ GRILL BRUSH**
- Rustproof high tensile strength brass bristles will not scratch porcelain or chrome grills.
- Angled to protect knuckles.
- This long brush reaches deep into ovens, broilers and fryers.

**B216C**
Retail: $16.99  
UPC# 079115-002162

**LONG LASTING BBQ GRILL BRUSH**
- This is a real brush of burden for cleaning grills.
- No other brush, at even double the cost can do a better job.

**B270C**
Retail: $8.99  
UPC# 079115-002704

**BBQ GRILL BRUSH FOR GAS GRILLS**
- High tensile brass brush cleans in a few strokes in-between and the top of the grill bars.

**B272C**
Retail: $7.49  
UPC# 079115-002728

**INDOOR ELECTRIC BBQ GRILL & GRIDDLE BRUSH**
- Works like tongue and groove to effortlessly clean the ribs and deep channels of the electric grill.

**B275C**
Retail: $12.99  
UPC# 079115-002759

**DELUXE 15” BBQ GRILL BRUSH FOR GAS GRILLS**
- Long handle allows for a strong grip.
- High tensile brass bristles are safe to use on stainless steel grates, cast iron and porcelain enamel coated grates.
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**BBQ and Outdoor Brushes**

**B278C**  
Retail: $8.49  
UPC# 079115-002780  
**TOUGHEST LITTLE BBQ BRUSH EVER MADE**  
- High tensile brass bristles will not damage porcelain coated grills.  
- Cleans grills in a few swift strokes.

**B280C**  
Retail: $6.49  
UPC# 079115-002803  
**TOUGHEST LITTLE V-SHAPED BBQ GRILL BRUSH EVER MADE**  
- High tensile brass bristles will not damage porcelain coated grills.  
- V-shaped brush cleans with just a couple of strokes.

**B306C**  
Retail: $13.99  
UPC# 079115-003060  
**12” SPIRAL WIDE FACED HEAVY DUTY BBQ BRUSH**  
- The spiral design simultaneously cleans the tops and sides of the grills with its short and long brass tufts.  
- Cleans the biggest of grills in less than one minute.

**B307C**  
Retail: $14.99  
UPC# 079115-003077  
**16” SPIRAL WIDE FACED HEAVY DUTY BBQ BRUSH**  
- The spiral design simultaneously cleans the tops and sides of the grills with its short and long brass tufts.  
- Cleans the biggest

**B308C**  
Retail: $15.99  
UPC# 079115-003084  
**21” SPIRAL WIDE FACED HEAVY DUTY BBQ BRUSH**  
- The spiral design simultaneously cleans the tops and sides of the grills with its short and long brass tufts.  
- Cleans the biggest

**B403C**  
Retail: $15.99  
UPC# 079115-004036  
**12” SAFETY DOUBLE-HELIX BRISTLE-FREE FLAT GRILL BBQ BRUSH**  
- 12” long brush has two twisted-in-wire galvanized steel springs to create continuous bristles.  
- Cleans grease and burnt food fast and efficiently.  
- Springs are pressed to lay flat on grill.
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BBQ and Outdoor Brushes

B404C
Retail: $16.99
UPC# 079115-004081
16” SAFETY DOUBLE-HELIX BRISTLE-FREE FLAT GRILL BBQ BRUSH
• 16” long brush has two twisted-in-wire galvanized steel springs to create continuous bristles.
• Cleans grease and burnt food fast and efficiently.
• Springs are pressed to lay flat on grill.

B405C
Retail: $17.99
UPC# 079115-004050
21” SAFETY DOUBLE-HELIX BRISTLE-FREE FLAT GRILL BBQ BRUSH
• 21” long brush has two twisted-in-wire galvanized steel springs to create continuous bristles.
• Cleans grease and burnt food fast and efficiently.
• Springs are pressed to lay flat on grill.

B406C
Retail: $14.99
UPC# 079115-004067
12” DOUBLE-HELIX BRISTLE-FREE BBQ GRILL BRUSH
• 12” long brush has two twisted-in-wire galvanized steel springs to create continuous bristles.
• Cleans grease and burnt food fast and efficiently.
• Spring bristles bend and morph to clean the grills and grates.

B407C
Retail: $15.99
UPC# 079115-004074
16” DOUBLE-HELIX BRISTLE-FREE BBQ GRILL BRUSH
• 16” long brush has two twisted-in-wire galvanized steel springs to create continuous bristles.
• Cleans grease and burnt food fast and efficiently.
• Spring bristles bend and morph to clean the grills and grates.

B408C
Retail: $16.99
UPC# 079115-004081
21” DOUBLE-HELIX BRISTLE-FREE BBQ GRILL BRUSH
• 21” long brush has two twisted-in-wire galvanized steel springs to create continuous bristles.
• Cleans grease and burnt food fast and efficiently.
• Spring bristles bend and morph to clean the grills and grates.

B409C
Retail: $16.99
UPC# 079115-004081
12” QUAD SPRING SAFETY DOUBLE-HELIX BRISTLE-FREE BBQ GRILL BRUSH
• 12” long brush has four nested twisted-in-wire galvanized steel springs to create continuous bristles.
• Cleans grease and burnt food fast and efficiently.
• Springs bend and morph to clean the tops and the sides of most BBQ grills and grates.
BBQ and Outdoor Brushes

**B410C**
Retail: $17.99
UPC# 079115-004104
16" QUAD SPRING SAFETY DOUBLE-HELIX BRISTLE-FREE BBQ GRILL BRUSH
• 16" long brush has four nested twisted-in-wire galvanized steel springs to create continuous bristles.
• Cleans grease and burnt food fast and efficiently.
• Springs bend and morph to clean the tops and the sides of most BBQ grills and grates.

**B411C**
Retail: $18.99
UPC# 079115-004111
21" QUAD SPRING SAFETY DOUBLE-HELIX BRISTLE-FREE BBQ GRILL BRUSH
• 21" long brush has four nested twisted-in-wire galvanized steel springs to create continuous bristles.
• Cleans grease and burnt food fast and efficiently.
• Springs bend and morph to clean the tops and the sides of most BBQ grills and grates.

**B416C**
Retail: $17.99
UPC# 079115-004166
LONG LASTING TWO-PRONGED SAFETY DOUBLE-HELIX BRISTLE-FREE FLAT GRILL BBQ BRUSH
• Two prongs each with two twisted-in-wire galvanized steel springs.
• Springs are pressed to lay flat on grill.
• Brush is bent at an angle to give maximum cleaning power.
Coffee and Tea Brushes

B33C  
Retail: $4.49  
UPC# 079115-000335  
DELUXE PERCOLATOR, SPOUT AND TUBE BRUSH  
• No need to use heavy detergents.  
• Hot water and brush remove bacteria.  
• Ergonomically designed T-handle makes cleaning easy.

B34C  
Retail: $5.99  
UPC# 079115-000342  
ESPRESSO HEAD CLEANING BRUSH  
• Shaped to fit espresso head.  
• Cleans head thoroughly and easily with a few swift strokes.

B37C  
Retail: $6.49  
UPC# 079115-000373  
AIR POT & VACUUM BOTTLE CLEANING BRUSH  
• Brush can be maneuvered to reach the walls and bottom of the bottle effortlessly.  
• Soft plastic bristles will not damage the inner surface.

B38C  
Retail: $4.99  
UPC# 079115-000380  
COFFEE POT CLEANING BRUSH  
• No need to use detergents that may leave an aftertaste in coffee. Just use hot water to clean the coffee pot.  
• Soft plastic bristles are long lasting and will not damage the pot.

B39C  
Retail: $4.49  
UPC# 079115-000397  
TEA KETTLE SPOUT CLEANING BRUSH  
• One brush cleans all sizes of kettle spouts.  
• Safe to use on delicate china.  
• Leaves spouts whistle clean.

B42C  
Retail: $6.49  
UPC# 079115-000427  
DELUXE COFFEE POT CLEANING BRUSH  
• Brush can be adjusted to fit and clean all sizes of coffee pots.  
• Can also be used to clean vases, pitchers and kettles.
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OFFSET KETTLE CLEANING BRUSH
- Specially designed curled and offset to reach all otherwise unreachable corners of your kettle.
- Soft plastic bristles will not mar delicate china.

B224C
Retail: $8.99
UPC# 079115-002247
AIR POT, VACUUM BOTTLE AND VASE BRUSH
- Soft reinforced foam bristles last long and does not scratch.
- Foam does not absorb water and become soggy.

B228C
Retail: $11.49
UPC# 079115-002285
TEA KETTLE SPOUTS CLEANING BRUSH KIT
- An excellent kit of three brushes to keep all spout sizes whistle clean.
- Safe to use on delicate china.

B234C
Retail: $7.99
UPC# 079115-002346
HARMLESS AIR POT BRUSH
- Bends easily to fit the shape of the air pot and cleans the hard to reach walls and bottom.
- Reinforced foam bristles do not become soggy when wet and does not scratch.

B235C
Retail: $7.99
UPC# 079115-002353
HARMLESS COFFEE DECANTER BRUSH
- Reinforced foam bristles clean the hard to reach areas of the coffee pot effortlessly.
- Soft foam will not scratch the pot.

B104C
Retail: $7.50
UPC# 079115-001042
FOAM-TIPPED TRAVEL MUG WASHING BRUSH
- Ergonomically designed wide, flat handle makes for easy rotating of brush.
- Foam tipped brush is excellent for travel mugs, coffee cups, drinking glasses, and narrow neck reusable water bottles.
Coffee and Tea Brushes

B260C
Retail: $4.99
UPC# 079115-002605
COFFEE GRINDER DUSTING BRUSH
• Efficiently cleans out leftover, stale grounds and coffee powder.
• Works equally well on modern grinders as well as on old-fashioned hand grinders.

B327C
Retail: $7.99
UPC# 079115-003275
ESPRESSO CUP CLEANING BRUSH
• Foam does not absorb any water!
• Leaves cup squeaky clean.
• Bristles brush the walls of the cup, giving a tough scrub to remove the coffee stains.
• Perfectly sized for most espresso cups.
• This brush does not go limp, won’t get soggy, and will quickly clean hard caked-on coffee residues.
Janitorial and Bathroom Cleaning Brushes

B113C
Retail: $8.25
UPC# 079115-001134
SUPER FLEXIBLE DRAIN BRUSH - 22” LONG
• Strong yet super flexible.
• There is no better drain cleaner.
• Super flexible stem is made of non-rusting high tensile non-kinking spring.

B110C
Retail: $8.49
UPC# 079115-001097
SUPER STURDY 2-IN-1 GROUT CLEANING BRUSH
• Two sided grout brush removes soap scum, mildew and dirt.
• Use smaller side of brush for thin grouts and larger side for thicker grouts.
• Excellent for preparing a clean base prior to applying grout whitener.

B109C
Retail: $8.49
UPC# 079115-000823
MINI SNAKE - 31” LONG
• Flexible stem fits into drain traps.
• Excellent for unclogging drains.

B82C
Retail: $7.49
UPC# 079115-000656
JANITORIAL QUALITY TOILET BOWL BRUSH
• Reaches the normally hard to reach corners.
• Its tough bristles will remove the most stubborn residue.

B46C
Retail: $5.99
UPC# 079115-000465
FLEXIBLE FAUCET CLEANING BRUSH
• Flexible brush also cleans hard to reach areas such as traps below sinks, pipes close to walls and columns or supports.
• Soft plastic white bristles do not mar surfaces.

B65C
Retail: $7.49
UPC# 079115-000656
JANITORIAL QUALITY TOILET BOWL BRUSH
• Reaches the normally hard to reach corners.
• Its tough bristles will remove the most stubborn residue.
**Janitorial and Bathroom Cleaning Brushes**

**B135C**
Retail: $4.49
UPC# 079115-001356
**HAIR CATCHING & SINK OVERFLOW CLEANING BRUSH**
• Goes in to pull hair out from basin and bathtub drains.
• Thin flexible brush bypasses sink stoppers.

**B145C**
Retail: $6.25
UPC# 079115-001455
**SLIDING WINDOW & SHOWER DOOR TRACK CLEANER**
• Reaches deep to clean stubborn mold, soap scum and dirt from all sizes of tracks.

**B148C**
Retail: $8.25
UPC# 079115-001486
**SUPER STURDY TRACK CLEANING BRUSH**
• Reaches deep into all track sizes.
• Tough bristles remove all stubborn mold, soap scum and dirt.
• On wider tracks hold brush diagonally to touch both walls of the track.

**B209C**
Retail: $8.99
UPC# 079115-002094
**TOILET RIM CLEANING BRUSH**
• Our specially designed toilet rim brush is not a replacement for your regular toilet brush.
• Its function is to remove dirt and grime from underneath the rim where even the best toilet brushes cannot reach.
• This sturdy goose-necked brush reaches underneath the toilet rim and washes out all dirt & grime.
• With this brush bacteria will have no place to hide.

**B230C**
Retail: $7.49
UPC# 079115-002308
**HARMLESS TOILET BOWL SCRUBBING BRUSH**
• Angled foam brush reaches all the unreachable areas with ease.
• Removes the most stubborn dirt.
• Lasts longer than the best toilet brush.
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Janitorial and Bathroom Cleaning Brushes

B231C
Retail: $7.29
UPC# 079115-002315
HARMLESS BATHTUB & SPA SCRUBBER
  • Reinforced foam bristles will make sinks and tubs shine without the risk of scratches, marks or other damage.

B246C
Retail: $7.49
UPC# 079115-002469
POWERFUL NON-ABRASIVE TOILET BRUSH
  • The non-woven pad cleans all areas of the toilet without scratching or leaving marks.
  • Will remove the most stubborn dirt.

B251C
Retail: $7.99
UPC# 079115-002513
POWERFUL, NON-ABRASIVE BATHTUB, SHOWER & SPA BRUSH
  • Non-woven pad cleans and shines bathtubs and spas with minimum effort.
  • Will not scratch or leave marks on surfaces.

B255C
Retail: $8.49
UPC# 079115-002551
WALL TILE GROUT BRUSH
  • Two-In-One brush cleans soap scum, mildew and dirt from thin and thicker grouts.
  • Large plastic handle allows for a strong grip.

B256C
Retail: $13.49
UPC# 079115-002568
FLOOR TILE GROUT BRUSH
  • Long wooden handle brush cleans floor tile grouts without the need to bend over or kneel down.
  • Two-in-one brush removes dirt and soap scum from thin and thicker grouts.

B289C
Retail: $7.49
UPC# 079115-002896
COMPANION TO YOUR TOILET BRUSH
  • Brush is designed to remove what your regular toilet brush can't get rid of.
  • Medium size handle allows for access to hard-to-reach areas.
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Janitorial and Bathroom Cleaning Brushes

B313C
Retail: $11.99
UPC# 079115-003138
48" EXTRA LONG SUPER FLEXIBLE DRAIN BRUSH
• Brush bends through piping to clear hair, odor-causing gunk & blockages.
• Improves drain flow. Goes in deep to get rid of tough blockages.

B335C
Retail: $7.99
UPC# 079115-003350
26" EXTRA LONG HAIR CATCHING BRUSH
• Extra long brush cleans hair and gunk from drains, overflows, tubs, basins, sinks and whirlpool baths.
• Improves drain flow.
• Goes in and cleans out hair and odor causing gunk and bacteria.
Kitchen Brushes

**Oven Grid Brush**
- Rustproof high tensile strength brass bristles do not damage porcelain grills.
- Brush has an obtuse angle to prevent knuckles from hitting the grid.

**Deluxe Mug, Cup, Glass and Jar Brush**
- Ergonomically designed T-handle makes cleaning easy.
- Made of long lasting soft plastic bristles.

**Deluxe Bottle Brush**
- Cleans all baby bottles and other narrow necked bottles.
- Ergonomically designed T-handle makes cleaning easy.

**Foam-Tipped Sports Bottle Washing Brush**
- Ergonomically designed wide, flat handle makes for easy rotating of brush.
- Excellent for reusable water bottles, sports bottles and stainless steel bottles.
- Works well on plastic, glass and stainless steel bottles.

**Bike & Sports Bottle Washing Brush**
- For washing all reusable bottles with 1 1/2” and larger necks
- To wash bottle straws use our #B23C Straw Brush

**Bake & Barbecue Brush**
- Rustproof high tensile strength brass bristles do not damage porcelain grills.
- Brush has an obtuse angle to prevent knuckles from hitting the grid.

**Oven Grid Brush**
- Rustproof high tensile strength brass bristles do not damage porcelain grills.
- Brush has an obtuse angle to prevent knuckles from hitting the grid.
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**B26C**  
Retail: $5.99  
UPC# 079115-000267  
**POWERFUL NON-ABRASIVE SCRATCHPROOF SCRUBBER**  
- Cleans coated as well as non-coated surfaces.  
- Coiled bristles are at an obtuse angle to save knuckles from hitting the cleaning surface. drain over sink.

**B27C**  
Retail: $5.99  
UPC# 079115-000274  
**SAME AS STEEL WOOL**  
- Removes burnt, overcooked food from pots and pans.  
- Galvanized steel bristles are rustproof.

**B28C**  
Retail: $5.99  
UPC# 079115-000281  
**SAME AS STEEL WOOL FOR NON STICKS**  
- Removes burnt, overcooked food with minimum effort.  
- Long lasting plastic bristles will not damage coated surfaces.

**B29C**  
Retail: $5.99  
UPC# 079115-000298  
**POWERFUL NON-ABRASIVE SCRATCHPROOF SCRUBBER**  
- Cleans coated as well as non-coated surfaces.  
- Coiled bristles are at an obtuse angle to save knuckles from hitting the cleaning surface. drain over sink.

**B35C**  
Retail: $5.99  
UPC# 079115-000359  
**KITCHEN SINK DRAIN BRUSH**  
- Fits tightly into drain recess to remove order-causing residues.  
- Ergonomically designed T-handle allows for a strong grip while turning.

**B36C**  
Retail: $6.49  
UPC# 079115-000366  
**KITCHEN WASTE FOOD DISPOSAL BRUSH**  
- Removes odor-causing residues.  
- Ergonomically designed T-handle allows for strong grip while cleaning the disposal.  
- Excellent for 90% of waste disposal systems.

**B46C**  
Retail: $5.99  
UPC# 079115-000465  
**FLEXIBLE FAUCET CLEANING BRUSH**  
- Flexible brush also cleans hard to reach areas such as traps below sinks, pipes close to walls and columns or supports.  
- Soft plastic white bristles do not mar or scratch delicate surfaces.
**B59C**  
Retail: $6.99  
UPC# 079115-000595  
**DISH & POT WASHING BRUSH**  
- Reinforced foam bristles will not scratch your most delicate plates and china.

**B74C**  
Retail: $7.49  
UPC# 079115-000748  
**MICROWAVE CLEANING BRUSH**  
- Reinforced foam bristles do not absorb water and bristles will not become soggy.

**B100C**  
Retail: $8.99  
UPC# 079115-001004  
**THE SPONGE BRUSH FOR THE KITCHEN SINK**  
- Stiff and cleans up pots, pans & plates!  
- Pulverizes burnt-on foods.  
- Sponge absorbs dish soap, brush does the tough work.  
- The opening between the brush and the sponge easily cleans your cutlery and kitchen utensils.

**B104C**  
Retail: $7.50  
UPC# 079115-001042  
**FOAM-TIPPED TRAVEL MUG WASHING BRUSH**  
- Ergonomically designed wide, flat handle makes for easy rotating of brush.  
- Foam tipped brush is excellent for travel mugs, coffee cups, drinking glasses, and narrow neck reusable water bottles.

**B215C**  
Retail: $7.50  
UPC# 079115-002155  
**FOAM-TIPPED BABY BOTTLE BRUSH**  
- With this tough yet non-abrasive foam tipped brush, no need to use strong detergents that may leave a bad taste in your baby’s mouth.  
- Easy to rotate with wide flat handle.  
- Safe on glass and plastic bottles.

**B218C**  
Retail: $5.95  
UPC# 079115-002186  
**COOKING WAND TO PREVENT SPILLOVERS**  
- Works like magic on electric cooktops to prevent messy overflows!  
- Excellent for making soups, cooking spaghetti, boiling potatoes, preparing stews and boiling corn.
**Kitchen Brushes**

**B223C**
Retail: $7.49  
UPC# 079115-002230

**KITCHEN SINK BRUSH**  
- Soft yet high tensile strength foam brush lasts longer than the best sponge.  
- Excellent for washing plates, mugs, cups and more.

**B238C**
Retail: $5.49  
UPC# 079115-002384

**POWERFUL NON-ABRASIVE BRUSH FOR DISHES, POTS, PANS & MICROWAVES**  
- Non-woven pad cleans painted, enameled, non-stick coated, and all other surfaces.  
- Lasts longer than any sponge.

**B239C**
Retail: $5.49  
UPC# 079115-002391

**SWEET CORN SILK REMOVING BRUSH**  
- Extra soft bristled brush removes corn silk without harming the kernels.

**B247C**
Retail: $7.49  
UPC# 079115-002476

**CARROT & POTATO WASHING BRUSH**  
- Brush is hard enough to remove dirt, yet will not do damage to skins of carrots, potatoes or other vegetables.

**B248C**
Retail: $6.49  
UPC# 079115-002483

**POWERFUL NON-ABRASIVE BRUSH FOR DISHES, POTS, PANS & MICROWAVES**  
- Non-woven pad cleans painted, enameled, non-stick coated, and all other surfaces.  
- Lasts longer than any sponge.

**B249C**
Retail: $5.49  
UPC# 079115-002490

**POWERFUL, NON-ABRASIVE BABY BOTTLE BRUSH**  
- Non-woven pad works well on plastic and glass bottles.  
- Long narrow brush cleans the bottom edges of the bottles effortlessly.
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TOUGHEST LITTLE CUP & GLASS WASHING BRUSH EVER MADE
- Tough plastic bristles will not damage glassware.
- Cleans glasses and cups in a few swift motions.
- Bent tip does not expose any wires.

B271C
Retail: $9.99
UPC# 079115-002710
THE TWO MOST USEFUL BRUSHES IN YOUR KITCHEN
- Both brushes remove overcooked or charred food from cooking surfaces.
- For cast iron, aluminum and other non-delicate surfaces use the steel brush and for coated and delicate surfaces use the plastic brush.

B273C
Retail: $6.99
UPC# 079115-002735
POWERFUL, NON-ABRASIVE MUFFIN PAN BRUSH
- Brush cleans muffin pan cups between 2 1/2" and 4" diameters.

B277C
Retail: $7.99
UPC# 079115-002773
KING OF CUP WASHING BRUSHES
- Non-woven pad cleans without scratching or leaving marks.
- Designed to clean in just a few sweeps.

B279C
Retail: $7.49
UPC# 079115-002797
TOUGHEST LITTLE KITCHEN BRUSH EVER MADE
- Tough plastic bristles will not damage coated surfaces.
- Easily removes dried and burnt food from plates, pots and pans.

B281C
Retail: $7.49
UPC# 079115-002810
TOUGHEST LITTLE CUP & GLASS WASHING BRUSH EVER MADE
- Tough plastic bristles will not damage glassware.
- Cleans glasses and cups in a few swift motions.
- Bent tip does not expose any wires.

B302C
Retail: $7.49
UPC# 079115-003022
ROLLING BRUSH FOR CLEANING STRAINERS
- As the brush rolls along the mesh, the bristles penetrate the mesh to remove residue, food and dirt.
- Also excellent for cleaning pizza screens, sieves, colanders, fryer baskets, jerky dryer pans and much more.
B314C  
Retail: $7.49  
UPC# 079115-003145  
THE ORIGINAL KITCHEN CLEAN-UP ACCELERATOR SPONGE BRUSH  
• Sponge brush cleans up pots, pans, plates, cutting boards and everything in your kitchen sink.  
• Brush is 5” long.  
• Pulverizes burnt-on foods!  
• Safe on non-sticks, and easy to grip.  
• Long rope makes it easy to hang over faucet to let the sponge drain over sink.

B315C  
Retail: $7.75  
UPC# 079115-003152  
THE PREMIER KITCHEN CLEAN-UP ACCELERATOR SPONGE BRUSH  
• Sponge brush cleans up pots, pans, plates, cutting boards and everything in your kitchen sink.  
• Brush is 6.5” long.  
• Pulverizes burnt-on foods!  
• Safe on non-sticks and easy to grip!  
• The opening between the brush and the sponge easily cleans your cutlery and kitchen utensils.  
• Long rope makes it easy to hang over faucet to let the sponge drain over sink.

B316C  
Retail: $7.99  
UPC# 079115-003169  
THE ULTRA KITCHEN CLEAN-UP ACCELERATOR SPONGE BRUSH  
• Sponge brush cleans up pots, pans, plates, cutting boards and everything in your kitchen sink.  
• Brush is 5” long.  
• Pulverizes burnt-on foods!  
• Safe on non-sticks and easy to grip!  
• The opening between the brush and the sponge easily cleans your cutlery and drain over sink.
B207C  
Retail: $7.49  
UPC# 079115-002070  
**FOAM-TIPPED SHORT LABORATORY GLASSWARE BRUSH**  
- Ergonomically designed wide, flat handle makes for easy rotating of brush.  
- Excellent for all wide mouthed short lab bottles, beakers, flasks, jugs and cylinders.  
- Maybe be used on plastic and glass.

B208C  
Retail: $8.49  
UPC# 079115-002087  
**FOAM-TIPPED LONG LABORATORY GLASSWARE BRUSH**  
- Ergonomically designed wide, flat handle makes for easy rotating of brush.  
- Excellent for all wide mouthed lab bottles, flasks, jugs and cylinders.  
- Maybe be used on plastic and glass.

B130C  
Retail: $8.49  
UPC# 079115-001301  
**LONG LABORATORY GLASSWARE BRUSH**  
- Excellent for deep equipments such as graduated cylinders, vertical storage tanks, stills and more.  
- Reinforced foam bristles do not absorb water and do not become soggy.

B131C  
Retail: $26.49  
UPC# 079115-001318  
**LAB GLASSWARE WASHING KIT with WALL MOUNTING ORGANIZER**  
- Excellent for lab equipments such as graduated cylinders, vertical storage tanks, stills and more.  
- Reinforced foam bristles do not absorb water and do not become soggy.

B55C  
Retail: $7.99  
UPC# 079115-000557  
**LABORATORY GLASSWARE BRUSH**  
- Will not chip, break or scratch laboratory glassware.  
- Non-absorbent foam will not become soggy.  
- Can be safely used on plastic equipment.

B60C  
Retail: $7.49  
UPC# 079115-000601  
**SHORT LABORATORY GLASSWARE BRUSH**  
- Reinforced foam brush does not absorb water and does not become soggy.  
- Cleans laboratory glassware with minimum effort.
Laboratory Brushes

B225C
Retail: $5.49
UPC# 079115-002254
ONE BRUSH FOR ALL TEST TUBE SIZES
• Brush spreads apart to fit all test tube sizes from the smallest to the largest.

B253C
Retail: $8.49
UPC# 079115-002537
POWERFUL, NON-ABRASIVE LAB BRUSH FOR TRAYS, CIRCULATING BATHS & FLAT SURFACES
• Non-woven padded brush is comfortable to hold and use.
• Will not harm sensitive surfaces.

B254C
Retail: $12.99
UPC# 079115-002544
POWERFUL, NON-ABRASIVE LABORATORY VAT BRUSH
• Non-woven padded brush is attached to a long handle to reach bottom corners of the vat.
• Cleans the hard to reach areas with ease.

B265C
Retail: $4.99
UPC# 079115-002650
DUSTER FOR MICROSCOPES & LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS
• Can be used on projectors, cameras, keyboards, circuits and other delicate equipment.
• Soft bristles will not scratch.

B290C
Retail: $9.49
UPC# 079115-002902
24” FLEXIBLE BRUSH FOR VINYL TUBES
• Fits tubes with 1/2", 3/4" and 1” diameters
• Excellent for aquariums, laboratories tubes and other scientific equipments.

B291C
Retail: $11.99
UPC# 079115-002919
48” FLEXIBLE BRUSH FOR VINYL TUBES
• Fits tubes with 1/2", 3/4" and 1” diameters
• Excellent for aquariums, laboratories tubes and other scientific equipments.
Laboratory Brushes

B321C
Retail: $6.99
UPC# 079115-003213
FOAM MULTI-PURPOSE SHORT LABORATORY GLASSWARE CLEANING BRUSH - 8.5” LONG
- Foam bristles maintain shape after prolonged use.
- Tough cleaning with a delicate touch.
- Great for beakers, fleakers, flasks and graduated cylinders.

B322C
Retail: $7.99
UPC# 079115-003220
FOAM MULTI-PURPOSE MEDIUM LABORATORY GLASSWARE CLEANING BRUSH - 12.5” LONG
- Foam bristles maintain shape after prolonged use.
- Tough cleaning with a delicate touch.
- Great for beakers, fleakers, flasks, graduated cylinders, bottles, carafes and more!

B323C
Retail: $8.99
UPC# 079115-003237
FOAM MULTI-PURPOSE LONG LABORATORY GLASSWARE CLEANING BRUSH - 16.5” LONG
- Foam bristles maintain shape after prolonged use.
- Tough cleaning with a delicate touch.
- Great for beakers, fleakers, flasks and graduated cylinders.
Personal Care Brushes

B118C
Retail: $8.49
UPC# 079115-001189
BACK & FOOT SHAMPOOING BRUSH
• Reinforced foam bristles hold shampoos and gels between its thick bristles.
• Massages toes, feet, lower legs and back.

B317C
Retail: $8.99
UPC# 079115-003176
THE FINGERTIP AND HARD CLEAN-UP ACCELERATOR SPONGE BRUSH
• Brush cleans under your fingernails!
• Leaves hands clean.
• Easy to Grip.
• Sponge Absorbs soap and water and exfoliates hard working hands!
• Long rope makes it easy to hang over faucet to let the sponge brush drain in your sink.

B57C
Retail: $15.99
UPC# 079115-000571
EXFOLIATING BACK BRUSH
• Tough yet soft plastic bristles massage and soothe back.
• Two handles allow for strong grip and maneuvering.

B58C
Retail: $5.99
UPC# 079115-000588
HEAD & BODY SHAMPOOING BRUSH
• Feels soft on skin.
• Reinforced foam bristles will not become soggy.
Plumbing Brushes

**B510B**  
Retail: $5.49  
UPC# 079115-005101  
1” FITTING BRUSH WITH T-HANDLE  
• Ergonomically designed T-handle facilitates rotation.

**B512C**  
Retail: $4.49  
UPC# 079115-005125  
1/2” FITTING BRUSH WITH T-HANDLE  
• T-handle facilitates rotation.

**B610B**  
Retail: $5.49  
UPC# 079115-006101  
1” FITTING BRUSH  
• Ergonomically designed handle for a comfortable grip.

**B612B**  
Retail: $4.49  
UPC# 079115-006122  
1/2” FITTING BRUSH  
• Ergonomically designed handle for a comfortable grip.

**B634B**  
Retail: $4.99  
UPC# 079115-006344  
3/4” FITTING BRUSH  
• Ergonomically designed handle for a comfortable grip.
Plumbing Brushes

**B712C**
Retail: $5.99
UPC# 079115-007129
1/2" TWO-IN-ONE PIPE & FITTING BRUSH
• Cleans pipe with one end of the brush.
• Remove cover to use the fitting brush.

**B734C**
Retail: $6.49
UPC# 079115-007341
3/4" TWO-IN-ONE PIPE & FITTING BRUSH
• Cleans pipe with one end of the brush.
• Remove cover to use the fitting brush.
B51C  
Retail: $13.99  
UPC# 079115-000519  
HIGH TEMPERATURE FRYER BASKET CLEANING BRUSH  
- Rustproof high tensile strength brass bristles clean basket with minimum effort.  
- Can withstand temperatures of 750 degrees Fahrenheit.

B52C  
Retail: $13.99  
UPC# 079115-000526  
HIGH TEMPERATURE FRYER DRAIN & COOLING SYSTEM CLEANING BRUSH  
- Made of rustproof high tensile strength brass bristles.  
- Can withstand temperatures of 750 degrees Fahrenheit.

B53C  
Retail: $13.99  
UPC# 079115-000533  
HIGH TEMPERATURE BRUSH FOR CLEANING FRYER COILS  
- Made of rustproof high tensile strength brass bristles.  
- Can withstand temperatures of 750 degrees Fahrenheit.

B236C  
Retail: $5.49  
UPC# 079115-002360  
SALT & PEPPER SHAKER WASHING BRUSH  
- Cleans the hard-to-reach bottom of shakers.  
- Brush tip opens up clogged holes in the lids.

B237C  
Retail: $5.49  
UPC# 079115-002377  
TOWER TYPE NARROW NECKED AND MINIATURE SALT & PEPPER SHAKER BRUSH  
- Cleans the hard to reach bottom of shakers.  
- Brush tip opens up clogged holes in the lids.
Wild Bird Accessories Brushes

**B86C**
Retail: $5.49  
UPC# 079115-000861  
**HUMMINGBIRD FEEDER BRUSH**  
- Cleans walls and bottom of all feeders.  
- Ergonomically designed handle makes cleaning easy.

**B87C**
Retail: $6.49  
UPC# 079115-000878  
**BIRD FEEDER BRUSH**  
- Long brush reaches bottom of tubular feeders and cleans residual bird food.  
- Has easy to use ergonomically designed handle.

**B122C**
Retail: $9.49  
UPC# 079115-001226  
**HUMMINGBIRD FEEDER CLEANING KIT – 3 BRUSHES**  
- Kit contains 3 brushes to clean feeder bottles, feeder bottle socket and nectar nozzles.

**B129C**
Retail: $5.49  
UPC# 079115-001295  
**TWO-IN-ONE HUMMINGBIRD FEEDER CLEANING BRUSH**  
- Large brush end cleans nectar bottle.  
- Small brush end cleans feeder bottle socket.

**B134C**
Retail: $8.49  
UPC# 079115-001349  
**FOAM-TIPPED BIRD FEEDER WASHING BRUSH**  
- Cleans, brushes, and scrubs the walls and bottoms of feeders without scratching.  
- It works equally well on both plastic and glass feeders.  
- Keeps feeders clean and free of germs and bacteria.
Wine Glassware Brushes

B61C
Retail: $7.49
UPC# 079115-000618
CRYSTAL STEMWARE WASHING BRUSH
- Foam brush reaches the bottom of narrow flutes.
- Reinforced foam bristles will not scratch or mark your most delicate glassware.

B205C
Retail: $8.49
UPC# 079115-002056
SMALL GOBLET & BRANDY GLASSWARE WASHING BRUSH
- Small goblets and brandy glasses washed with our new brush are left shiny, crystal clear and squeaky clean with no odor or taste.
- Soft foam bristles will not scratch or mar even the most delicate glassware.
- These foam bristles do not absorb any water and will not go limp or soggy even after extended use.

B217C
Retail: $21.99
UPC# 079115-002179
FIVE GALLON CARBOY WASHING BRUSH
- Made for glass and plastic 5 Gallon Carboys – does not scratch either kind
- Non-woven pad section rubs and dislodges dried up residue.
- Fill carboy bottle about 1/5th of the way with hot water to use brush.

B232C
Retail: $8.29
UPC# 079115-002322
GOBLET WASHING BRUSH
- Reinforced foam bristles will not scratch or mark your most delicate stemware and glassware.

B178C
Retail: $8.25
UPC# 079115-001783
TWO-IN-ONE AERATOR WASHING BRUSH
- Long brush, with medium stiffness plastic bristles, washes out the main shaft of aerator through which the wine flows.
- Steel wire, coated with soft plastic cleans out the small side vent holes of the aerator.

B221C
Retail: $8.99
UPC# 079115-002216
WINE DECANTER WASHING BRUSH
- Works well on all shapes of decanters.
- Reinforced foam bristles will not harm or scratch the most delicate of decanters.
Wine Glassware Brushes

**B233C**
*Retail: $21.99*
UPC# 079115-002339
**SOMMELIER’S WASHING KIT**
- Cleans goblets, flutes and decanters.
- Reinforced foam bristles will not chip, mark or break valuable crystals or glassware.

**B276C**
*Retail: $8.49*
UPC# 079115-002766
**KING OF WINE BOTTLE BRUSHES**
- Cleans the base and inside walls of the wine bottles.

**B293C**
*Retail: $24.99*
UPC# 079115-002933
**DECANTER & BOTTLE WASHING KIT**
- Cleans delicate glassware with narrow necks or irregular shapes.
- Steel balls in kit dislodge dried residue, sediments and dirt.
- 100% reusable and stores easily for continual use.

**B301C**
*Retail: $11.99*
UPC# 079115-003015
**STEEL BALL CLEANER**
- A breakthrough way to wash all narrow necked glassware such as decanters, bottles, vases and lab vessels.
- Scour away stubborn dirt from glassware otherwise unreachable by hand or brush.